
Enter the 2022 MLGW  
“Crisis Crusher”“Crisis Crusher”    

Art Contest

Grab your paints, brushes, colored pencils, crayons and even computers, to  
create MLGW’s new Disaster Preparedness Power League Hero “Crisis Crusher!”

  
 

How did little Chris Cross become Power League Hero “Crisis Crusher?How did little Chris Cross become Power League Hero “Crisis Crusher?”” 
“Years ago, little Chris Cross had a terrible experience when an ugly storm hit the area where the family lived, and they were not prepared  “Years ago, little Chris Cross had a terrible experience when an ugly storm hit the area where the family lived, and they were not prepared  

to deal with the difficulties caused by the natural disaster. These unforeseen circumstances transformed little Chris Cross into  to deal with the difficulties caused by the natural disaster. These unforeseen circumstances transformed little Chris Cross into  
Power League Hero “Crisis Crusher,” who goes all over promoting and teaching the world about emergency preparedness, including building  Power League Hero “Crisis Crusher,” who goes all over promoting and teaching the world about emergency preparedness, including building  

an emergency kit, staying informed through social and traditional media, and avoiding the dangers produced by any crisis situation.” an emergency kit, staying informed through social and traditional media, and avoiding the dangers produced by any crisis situation.”  
That’s how little Chris Cross became Power League Hero “Crisis Crusher!That’s how little Chris Cross became Power League Hero “Crisis Crusher!””

  
For 2022, students are asked to create the superhero character  

“Crisis Crusher,” whose core mission is to promote disaster preparedness,  
which includes actions to be taken before, during and after a natural disaster.

Open to all K-12 students 
 

ALL K-12 students attending school or being home-schooled 
within Shelby County are eligible to participate. For contest rules and entry form visit mlgw.com/artcontest.

Submission deadline: Friday, December 16, 2022 at 4 p.m.
For more information, please send an email to gmoulin@mlgw.org.

Win a $125 prize!
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